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Introduction                                                                                                          
 
The DART-Framework consists of the basic building blocks for developing augmented and virtual reality 
experiences in Director.  Each of the framework scripts plays an important role in initializing the 
experience for particular configurations of cameras, trackers, and other peripherals.  Some of the DART-
Framework scripts are placed on the “3D World” sprite.  The “3D World” sprite is simply an empty 
Shockwave 3D file that resides in the Internal cast library and is the first sprite of the entire application.  
Other DART-Framework scripts are placed on the “Cameras” container sprite, which can go anywhere on 
the score.  The flow of the experience is controlled with the “Loop” script, which just keeps the play head 
in one frame to repeat the code there until it’s explicitly told to move to another frame. 
 
Behaviors in DART-Framework: 

3DCamera 
Loop 
Cameras 
LiveVideo 
MarkerTracking 
VRPN 
DARTCore 
insceneoverlay 

 
 

3DCamera                                                                                                         
 
The 3DCamera is required for every augmented or virtual reality experience.  This script handles the 
configuration of the virtual camera in the 3D world.  The camera is similar to any object in the 3D world, 
in that, it can be positioned and attached to external trackers.  In virtual and augmented reality systems, 
the camera object usually corresponds to the user’s viewpoint. 
 
Attach this script to the “3D World” object on the score.  Configure the property window (see below) and 
run the application.   The 3DCamera should be the first or second behavior attached to the 3D World.  
This script MUST be part of every DART application.  You need a LiveVideo object (see below) to get 
video in the background.   
 
Properties: 
1)  Value of near clipping plane:  No virtual objects appear if closer (default = 5 cm) 
2)  Value of far clipping plane:  No virtual object appear if farther (default = 5000 cm) 



3-8) Camera position and rotation:  Provide the X,Y,Z position for the virtual camera in the 3D world.  
The units are cm.  The axes in Director are [X = to the right of screen ], [Y = up on the screen], and [–Z = 
into the screen]. 
9) Link camera to:  All objects in the 3D world can be linked to tracking systems.  As the drop down list 
suggests, the camera can be linked to a VRPN tracker or another actor.  The camera position and/or 
rotation will be updated according to reports from trackers such as a GPS device.   
10) Tracker specific transform:  Some trackers have special transformations that should be applied such 
as the Intersense and the GPS. 
11) Link will update camera’s: User can choose to update only position or rotation, or both based on the 
specified link. 
12) Name of tracker:  If the link is to VRPN, the user must provide a tracker name.  This name registers 
the actor to name@IP-address.  There must be a VRPN server started on that specific machine with the 
exact name.  Local VRPN servers can be used and configured with the vrpnfile text file in the Internal 
cast library. 
13) Select ID of the sensor:  If the link is to VRPN, the user must also provide a sensor ID.  Some 
tracking systems such as the IS-900 have more than one independent tracking sensor. 
14) Select sprite number of another tracker:  If the camera is linked to another acker, the user must specify 
the sprite number of the other actor.   
 
 

Loop                                                                                                                                      
 
This script loops the behaviors and objects within a particular frame of the score.  The Director Movie 
play head will continue to stay on this frame until it is moved manually or triggered to move with an 
Action.  Developers should use these loops to control the flow of content in an experience.  Place the 
loops above the normal sprites above the grey bar.   
 

Cameras                                                                                                                    
 
This is a simple text file that acts as a container for scripts.  Use this if you want to add a 
LiveVideo script for example.  These are normally placed in a sprite below the “3D World”.  
Whenever you want to place anything on the score with DART you need to use a container.  All 
containers in DART are represented using the same box icon. 
 
 

LiveVideo                                                                                                   
 



The LiveVideo script actually provides a video feed from an attached camera.  You should test 
your cameras on your computer before running a DART application with live video.   
 
Properties: 
1)  Type of camera:   For most cameras use DirectShow, unless you have one of the other specific 
cameras listed.  Quicktime and Linux are currently not supported. 
2)  Color mode for the camera:   Select a mode your camera supports. 
3)  Frames per second:   Enter a frames/sec that your camera can support. 
4)  Camera size:   Select a resolution your camera supports. 
5)  If live video not desired but you still want a background image, this property sets the static texture for 
the background.  The drop down box shows all the image cast members currently available in the Internal 
cast library. 
6)  Name of calibration file:  Each camera has a corresponding text file with numbers to inform the 
system about the distortion inherent in every camera.  Use one of the default calibration files from the 
Data directory.  Eventually we will distribute a calibration application that will output a similar file.     
7)  Base directory for data files:  If blank, DART will assume the directory with the .dir is the Data 
directory.  Otherwise, specify the path to data directory (usually “C:\DART\Data”) 
 
 

MarkerTracking                                                                                                      
 
The MarkerTracking script sets up Director to scan for markers (fiducials) in the incoming video images.  
This script is an interface to the open-source ARToolkit software [see 
http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/ for more details]. If markers are found, the system reports 
position and rotation estimates for the marker in the environment with respect to the camera.  Any actor 
can subscribe to the reports and update their location. 
 
Attach this script to the camera container on the score.  Configure the property window (see below) and 
run the application.  MarkerTracking should be listed after LiveVideo in the behaviors list.  When playing 
back captured video with marker data, MarkerTracking must be added below PlaybackCamera (see the 
document on DART-DataStore).  There should also be a text file named markerfile that exists in the 
Internal cast.  This file lists the fiducials that ARToolkit will search for in the video feed.  The markerfile 
has the following format: 
 
# panel definition files... 
squares01-06.calib 
 
Properties: 
1) The first checkbox is a global flag for marker tracking.  If checked, the marker tracking will be 
available to all Actors.  If unchecked, no Actors will receive marker reports. 
2) Markers are not always found in every frame due to camera jitter, lighting conditions, occluded 
markers, etc.  This determines how many frames DART will continue to show the Actor in the same 
location of the screen when tracker reports are lost.  If set too low, the Actor may flicker on and off.   
3) The threshold is a parameter used by ARToolkit to adjust for camera settings and lighting conditions.  
This value is typically set around 130, but it can be adjusted for certain conditions. 
 



 

VRPN                                                                                                                        
 
The Virtual Reality Periphery Network (VRPN) script is essentially the device manager for DART.  All 
of the tracking technology (InertiaCube, IS-900, GPS devices, etc) is handled with VRPN within the 
DART Director Xtra.   The VRPN script should be attached to the 3D world object on the score.   
 
Properties: 
1) The first checkbox is the global flag for using VRPN trackers.  If checked, the VRPN technology will 
be available to all Actors who subscribe to get VRPN data.  If unchecked, no Actors will receive VRPN 
tracker reports. 
2) This checkbox starts all tracker servers that setup on the local machine.  Often there is a GPS device 
and/or InertiaCube attached to local machine.   
 

DARTCore                                                                                               
 
The DARTCore movie script contains important Lingo code for DART.  The main contents are 
global routines used throughout DART and event handling for incoming tracker reports and 
keyboard presses.  This file is never placed onto the score and there are no properties associated 
with it.  It must be present in all DART applications for it to function properly. 
 

Insceneoverlay                                                                                         
 
The insceneoverlay script contains Lingo code for handling the visual aspects of the stage.  The 
code manages the overlay used to allow physical objects (for occlusion) and maps the 
background (live video) to screen coordinates.  This file is never placed onto the score and there 
are no properties associated with it.  It must be present in all DART applications for it to function 
properly. 
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